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MNI PREVIEW: Sequentially Softer But Still Solid 
By Tim Cooper and Chris Harrison  

 
Executive Summary 

• Consensus looks for a payrolls report that would imply only a marginal easing in labour market tightness in 
October, with supply struggling to recover to pre-pandemic levels and an u/e rate near record lows.  

• The usual combination of unemployment and participation rates will guide the market reaction, with AHE 
perhaps having less sway coming soon after the ECI in Q3, barring a notable surprise. 

• Still, an in-line reading or higher would deliver a modestly hawkish reaction, with the FOMC meeting this 
week renewing policymakers’ concern that they haven’t yet seen much softening in the labor market. 

 
Nonfarm payrolls are seen rising 200k in October per the 
Bloomberg survey median after the 263k in Sept was 
about as close to consensus as you get. Estimates range 
from 100k-300k, with the “whisper” number at 250k.  
 
Incoming jobs data is taking on outsized importance as 
the Federal Reserve considers how restrictive to take 
policy. Chair Powell said at this week’s meeting (our review 
here) that “the broader picture is of an overheated labor market where demand substantially exceeds supply”, and 
doesn’t “see the case for real softening [in the jobs market] just yet”. 
 
Payrolls growth is clearly slowing, with the unemployment rate close to historical lows, participation 
struggling to return to pre-pandemic levels and, as of July, having fully recovered pandemic job losses to 
only leave catching up any demographic changes since 
then. Indeed, the high estimate for October’s reading is 
below September’s gains. If accurate, the 3-month 
average would slow to 255k and the 6-month to 330k. 
But this remains notably stronger than the 164k 
averaged through 2019 and would continue to push 
back against recession fears.  
 
There certainly isn’t any sign of deterioration in the 
jobless claims data, with the trend levelling out close to the 
2019 average although a more noticeable reduction in the 
perception of jobs being plentiful in the Conference Board 
consumer survey does point to a slight cooling in labour 
market conditions [chart below]. 
 
The JOLTS release for September out earlier this week showed few signs of labor market loosening, with 
10.7mln job openings, up from 10.3mln in August (and an upward revision to prior), defying expectations of a fall 
below 10mln. That meant a bounce back in the ratio of job openings to the number of unemployed: to 1.86 from 
1.71 in August, while the quit rate was unchanged from prior at 2.7%. 
 
That wasn’t directly impactful for October employment report expectations, but the October ADP private 
payrolls beat (+239K vs +185K expected), which included a downward revision to September, (+192K vs +208K). 
Judging from market reaction, that was seen as providing a clue that Friday's NFPs may produce yet another solid 
figure. ADP cited producers "pulling back" due to sensitivity over rising interest rates". Services payrolls were solid 
overall (+247k) but that's mainly composed of leisure/hospitality (+210k) and trade/transportation/utilities (+84k), 
with the other sectors contracting. 
 
Meanwhile, Thursday’s October ISM Services release showed the employment subgauge at 49.1, slipping below 
50 for the first time in 3 months and was down from 53 prior. That might help bias down expectations for Friday's 
NFPs at the margins. But worth considering that the reading has now been below 50 for 5 of the 10 months of 
2022, and it hasn't been a bad year for jobs growth. The Manufacturing employment subgauge released earlier in 
the week came in at 50.0. 

https://roar-assets-auto.rbl.ms/documents/20044/FedReviewNov2022.pdf
https://roar-assets-auto.rbl.ms/documents/20044/FedReviewNov2022.pdf
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What Else Is Expected?  
Variable Consensus Comments 

AHE Unch at 0.3%  Average hourly earnings growth has clearly eased in recent months, averaging 
0.3% M/M in Aug and Sept, the slowest pace since Feb’22 and before Aug’21. 
The more reliable ECI also moderated in Q3 but still increased 4.5-5% 
annualized, so it would likely take a more than 0.1pt surprise for AHE to have a 
material impact. Consensus sees the annual rate down 0.3pts to 4.7% Y/Y, 
further off the most recent peak of 5.6% in March.  

U/E rate +0.1pt to 3.6% The prior to months have seen the u/e rate surprisingly increase and then fall 
two tenths back to joint record lows at 3.5%. A consensus 3.6% would see the 
rate only slowly increase towards the FOMC’s median forecast of 3.8% for 
end’22 and 4.4% for end’23.  

Participation 
rate 

+0.1pt to 62.4 The increase in the u/e rate is seen along with a tick higher in the participation 
rate but in trend terms participation is struggling to claw back pre-pandemic 
levels (still 1pt lower) as those in the non-prime age cohort stay away from the 
workforce at both ends of the age spectrum.  

Weekly 
hours 

Unch at 34.5 Seen unchanged at recent lows for the post-pandemic recovery as it also closes 
the gap on pre-pandemic levels.  

 
Market Set-Up Implies Modest Hawkish Risks 
 

• Rate hike expectations having ratcheted up following an unexpectedly hawkish FOMC press conference, 
and the October NFPs are the first major data release that will provide guidance on how much more 
worried the Fed will have to be about the resilience of the labor market. 

• That said, the recent pattern of labor market data has been to surprise to the more “resilient” side, and 
200k is a fairly low bar to hurdle. 

• There is plenty of room for the market to reprice in a more hawkish direction following a headline NFP 
“beat” Friday, particularly for December FOMC meeting pricing which remains tilted toward a 50bp rather 
than 75bp raise. 

 
Recent Labour Market Developments  
 
Recap of last month’s payrolls here: https://roar-assets-auto.rbl.ms/documents/19218/USEmploymentReportOct2022.pdf  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://roar-assets-auto.rbl.ms/documents/19218/USEmploymentReportOct2022.pdf
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Labour indicators since the last payrolls report – JOLTS: 
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Sell-Side Views 

Ranked from largest to smallest NFP figure.  
 
SocGen: Solid Gains Across Sectors (+300k) 

• SocGen writes that despite moderating ongoing employment gains, “we should not expect a straight-line 
slowdown”, and pencil in +300k for October payrolls.  

• This will include solid gains in construction, manufacturing, healthcare and restaurants; gov’t employment 
should bounce vs September’s fall. 

• Unemployment steady at 3.5%. 
 
Deutsche: Steady Unemp Rate And M/M Earnings (+225k) 

• Nonfarms (both private and overall) to gain 225k, enough to keep the unemp rate at 3.5%.  

• Workweek steady at 34.5 hours, avg hourly earnings too at +0.3%. 

• Y/Y wage growth should start to come down, by 0.4pp to 4.6%. 
 
Goldman Sachs: Sequentially Lower But Elevated Labor Demand (+225k) 

• Goldman sees a sequential drop in (still very elevated) labor demand leading to a +225k pace of job gains 
in October. “Job growth tends to pick up in October when the labor market is tight, as firms frontload fall 
and pre-holiday hiring.” 

• Unemployment rate to remain unchanged (household employment up, flat/up participation), with AHE 
+0.35% M/M. 

 
TD: Losing Momentum (+220k) 

• TD sees payroll growth decelerating to +220k from +263k prior, with the unemployment rate jumping to 
3.7% and wage growth accelerating to 0.4% M/M. 

• The Sep drop in unemployment was driven by a 57k retreat in the labor force which followed an unusual 
+800k surge in August – not expected to be repeated. 

• Any negative impact from Hurricane Ida on data collection is likely to be more visible in the household 
survey rather than in the establishment survey, potentially distorting unemp rate calculations. 

 
Citi: Softer But Still Solid (+190k) 

• The softest monthly increase since 2020 is coming in October (+190k), but “it is within the pre-pandemic 
pace and still reflects a very strong labor market.” 

• Unemp rate unchanged at 3.5%, AHE up by 0.4% M/M.  

• Risks to the unemployment rate are balanced but a drop to 3.4% would be the lowest since 1969. 
 
Wells Fargo: Solid Pace (+190k) 

• Wells Fargo sees 190k payroll gains, with AHE steady at 0.3% and unemp at 3.5%. 
 
Barclays: JOLTS Points To NFP Slowdown (+175k) 
“Taking some signal from declines in the hiring rate shown in available JOLTS estimates through August”, Barclays 
sees NFPs up 175k in October, with private payrolls at +165k. 

• This would keep payrolls on track for the deceleration that Barclays expects toward the end of the year. 

• Unemployment rate up 0.1pp to 3.6%, though the participation rate steady.  

• Little-to-no change in wage pressures (AHE 0.3%, workweek down 0.1 hr to 34.4). 
 
CIBC: Various Indicators Point To Payrolls Growth Cooling (+175k) 

• CIBC see payrolls growth cool to 175k pace, as the jump in initial jobless claims early in October included 
the impact of Hurricane Ian, and claims remained elevated into the payrolls survey reference week.  

• It was also consistent with the deterioration seen in the Conference Board’s labor differential, the softening 
in job openings in recent months, and caution amongst businesses as the demand outlook has dimmed.  

• Moreover, with the prime-age participation rate hovering around its pre-pandemic level, there is little room 
for continued, outsized job gains. That would likely leave the unemployment rate a tick higher at 3.6%.  
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• There could be enough evidence of a cooling in the labor market by December to make that month’s 50bp 
hike the last move for this cycle.  

 
 
HSBC: Unemployment Rate To Tick Up On Higher Participation (+175k) 

• Headline NFPs +175k, with AHE up 0.3% M/M and the unemployment rate up 0.1pp to 3.6% (on LFP rate 
up 0.1pp to 62.4%). 

• Conference Board survey and Beige Book suggest some pullback in job gains in October. 
 
JPM: Labor Market Strength Continues (+175k) 
 

• JPM sees 175k payroll gains in October, with “a variety of signals that point to labor market strength 
continuing into October, including low levels of jobless claims filings and pretty favorable consumer 
responses about the availability of employment.” 

• But the pace from earlier this year is unsustainable, and hurricanes may have negatively impacted the 
labor market. 

• AHE up 0.3% M/M, participation and unemp rate unchanged. 
 
RBC: Losing More Momentum (+150k) 

• RBC see payroll growth of 150k as it loses more momentum October, combined a tick higher in the 
unemployment rate to a still low 3.7%. 

• Although labour markets have remained exceptionally tight, there has been slight moderation in the 
number of job openings over the past few months.  

 
Scotiabank: Remaining On Slowing Trajectory (+150k) 

• Scotia sees October job gains of 150k, with a slowdown expected based on small business surveys, 
consumer confidence readings, and JOLTS job openings. 

 
NatWest: Softening Witnessed In Other Indicators (+125k) 

• NatWest sees payrolls rising by just 125k in the October report (both overall and private). 

• That’s despite the October ADP data; they eye “the softening witnessed in other labor market indicators 
(eg. HomeBase data, Conference Board’s labor market differential, tightness in financial conditions etc…)” 

• AHE to slow to 0.3% M/M, unemployment to edge up to 3.6%. 

 
 


